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line of-sight measurements. 
ARIES, its developers be 
good wav of accurately measurin - 
otions between points several him 
iles or more apart. They would like t absolute z,cro. An even colder place is inside the specially designed "dilutio 
art by using five or six movable dis refrigerator" in the nuclear spectroscoov laboratory of Felix Boehm. ~ r o f e  - & .  

of physics. 
Boehm-with Eri Cohen, research fellow in ph 

Cheung-uses the refrigerator to maintain radinactiv 
few tenths of a degree above absolute zero in a ve 

ntennas in conjunction with one o 
rge-diameter Goldstone dishes. T 

movable dishes would be set up on a 
ork of reference points in Califor 

the western United States. By niakin 
meas~iremcrits of the distance betwe is cooled from a gaseous state to a liquid state about one degree above absoln 
antennas at least once a year it should zero. Cooling to the necessary Few tenths of a degree above absolute zero is done 
possible to determine the general diluting one isotope, helium-3, by another isotope, helium-4, in a mixing chamber 
character and scale of the motion alo tip of the tapered cylinder. An iron disk about a fourth of an inch in diamete 
the San Andreas fault in two or three pregnated with radioactive material, is introduced into this chamber and code 
years. Several extragalactic sources proper temperatures. The system is set up to allow the experimenters to positi 

ould be nsed as reference points: ruments closer to the radioactive source than in other similar devices, which c 
lasars, 3C-273, 3C-279, and 3C- 

each of which is apparently about a 
billion light years away; and two qnasa 
like radio galaxies, 3C-120 and 3C-84, 

hich are about 100 million light year 

down the amount of error. 
Boehm, who was one of the first to discover the breakdown of the left-right sy 

in the weak interacting nuclear forces, is using the device to test another aspect of the 
symmetry principle-that of time-reversal invariance; that is, whether the physical law 
governing a subatomic event would be invariant whether the interaction is nin in 
reverse or not. 



the function of neurons as an integrate( 
system. 

This is not easy to do The human . . ... ' 

Using a 
an record ana analyze elccincai. unpu 
om the neurons in a living fly. Micro 
opic glass or  steel electroprobes, link 

v hair-thin wires to the comnuter. are 

, . .- 
makes it possible, in effect, to take a 
nervous system apart without 
permanently altering it. 

The research is supporte 
ational Institutes of Heal 

e area. The computer's cathode r 
e shows the impulses emitted as 

eries of sharp waves or "spikes." E 
ariety of neuron has its own chara 
tic spike pattern. The computer sor 
it each spike "fingerprint" from th 
mble of signals that are recorded o 
gnetic tape and displays three- 
ensional graphs on a cathode ra 

ube. The comnuter can change the 
or:,-iit.irion of ihc, sraph, tisin'; the 
~hnicusii'nialirv of ilii.* picture* 10 help 

parate the spike patterns. 
Once this is done, the spikes c 
ssified according to the type o 

at emitted them. The comnuter s 
metnor\ hiis ., storc of ~ ~ h : i r ~ c 1 c r i ~ t i ~  
neuron-spike firiiii,' p31t.-rn. rccorJed i n  
esponseto test stimuli or visual pattern 
h 
I 
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Research . . . continued 

ain and nervous 

erstanding of how the brain work ciples of intelligence. 
emerge until we learn more ahou ne of the most frustrating probl 

udying a living nervous system 

rain ana nervous system contain DIU 

rons of about 350 different ki 
I recently, it has been possibl 
y only about 10 of these diffe 
es of neurons at one time. Wi 

a t  represent each of the different neuro 
assifications. Matching the neuron's 
landwriting" with that of one from 
ie memory bank completes the 
assification. 


